
 

 

Security  

We only use products and systems that are approved by the SSAIB (Security Systems & Alarms 

Inspection Board) and that meet the current PD6662:2010 and BS8243:2010 standards for 

commercial properties. 

                               

As such our alarm system complies is a Grade 2 standard under our comprehensive insurance policy. 

This includes magnetic contacts, vibration detectors, panic devices, CO2, smoke and heat detectors, 

along with a CSL Dualcom Grade 3 device that sends multiple path signals to an alarm receiving center 

(ARC) that is linked to the police. 

Our CCTV system ensures video surveillance 24/7 and images are stored on internal hard drives, so 

images can be viewed securely on remote computers and/or smartphones. We also ensure that our 

systems comply with the Data Protection Act 1998 as revised in 2008. 

We also use Hilka top security locks and have an anti-theft / ram entrance barrier behind the main 

entrance door to protect all vehicles from being stolen. 

By having this level of protection, we are extremely confident that we have done all we can to protect 

our customers assets with the latest and most modern equipment and technology. 

 

 



 

 

 

Insurance 

While your vehicle is stored with us it is protected under our comprehensive trade insurance policy 

with Classic Insurance Services Ltd. who have created an exclusive insurance arrangement for people 

like us in the classic car business; and who understand all about dealing with rare and valuable cars. 

This bespoke, old fashioned service is customer focused and consequently we prefer speaking to 

clients rather than reverting to call center’s or internet options. After all the customer and the word 

service is very much the heart of our business. 

Each vehicle is separately listed with a market value and insured for that amount. This valuation may 

affect the cost of the policy provided, and we may need to charge a surcharge. This does not 

automatically mean you don’t have to insure your own vehicle, it merely means that whilst in our 

custody your vehicle is protected against acts of negligence on our part.  Therefore, it is strongly 

recommended that you continue your own insurance and inform your provider where the vehicle is 

stored.  

 

 

 


